
Adopt & develop

sustainable funding

models

FLV projects are

supported and sustained

without competing with

other organizations for

local funding

New projects undertaken

by FLV reflect community

context and

community-determined

priorities

Advisory Councils -

design & creation

Softening lines between

giver and receiver

Food insecure community

members feel that their

experience and knowledge

are valued

Community members feel

welcomed, needed, valued,

and heard, as unique

individuals

Building and sustaining

relationships with

Community members

Community Events and

Celebrations

Expertise from lived

experience with food

insecurity becomes

accessible to community

People are inspired by a

sense of what's possible

in Albany County

Increased general

awareness of who is doing

what in the community

Community Garden

Creation, Installation,

Maintenance

Increased individual

ability to garden and

produce own food

More food produced in

backyard and community

gardens

Community-Based Action

Research projects and

partnerships

Documentation and

additions to knowledge of

food system issues,

possibilities, and

projects grounded in

community priorities and

insights

Connecting and

Collaborating with

community organizations

Strengthened connections

among community groups

and organizations

External fundraising, in

collaboration with local

organizations where

possible

Facilitate conversations

where everyone wins

New financial resources

coming in to Albany

County from external

sources

Recognition of FLV's

commitments to

collaboration and to

community

FLV Building &

Demonstration and

Education Gardens

Community members can see

examples of plant

varieties and gardening

and season extension

techniques

FLV Food Chronicles

Increased sharing of food

history and stories in

Albany County

FLV participates in local

food-related public

events, conferences, etc.

Increased awareness of

realities of food

insecurity in Albany

County

FLV Shares - collection

and distribution of fresh

produce

Increased ability to

access fresh food in

season

People who share food and

garden produce feel like

part of the community

Gardener Mentoring,

one-to-one exchanges of

knowledge and ideas

Hand-selecting community

members for minigrant

projects

Individual support and

mentoring of emerging

leaders

Emerging leaders

recognize their own

potential

Intentional design and

management of all aspects

of FLV to infuse values

Invest emotion and time

throughout FLV

Long-Term Strategic

Visioning and Planning

Production gardening in

collaboration with

agencies and City

More local food produced

in larger-scale

operations

Yard Shares

Increased financial

sustainability and

autonomy of FLV

Community members feel

ownership of FLV and

community projects

FLV organization evolves

in alignment with

emerging community

understanding

New ideas and projects

emerge that build toward

a community-driven vision

of community food

security

Increased

intergenerational and

inter-cultural

connections within

community

Greater community voice

and power in local food

system

Increased individual

choice, possibilities,

and power

Increased sharing of

excess and bounty

Expertise from lived

experience with food

insecurity reshapes

public discourse and

action

Increased understanding

of food access challenges

Decreased food insecurity

in Albany County

Greater recognition that

it is possible to grow

food in Wyoming

Increased availability of

fresh, high-quality,

locally grown food

Greater confidence in and

commitment to the vision

that the food system can

work for allIncreased knowledge of

what works, what doesn't

Increased financial

sustainability of

collaborating

organizations

Emerging leaders deepen

their understanding of

opportunities and

responsibilities of power

Better food system,

better food policies

Sustained food security

in Albany County

Transformation of

individual lives

Community member

connections to FLV grow

and deepen

People see their ideas

being taken seriously,

and acted upon

Increased involvement,

voice, and power of

previously marginalized,

food insecure individuals

and households

Sustained collaborative

commitment to feeding

selves and each other

Increased community

connections, sense of

belonging, worth and

possibility

Sustained collaborative

relationships among

community organizations

and people working in

food system

Increased consumption of

fresh, high quality,

locally produced food

Shift in community

paradigm around sharing

and giving the best

Feeding Laramie Valley
A Collaborative Pathway Model

Important realities in Albany County, WY:
• High rate of food insecurity
• Geographic isolation
• Short growing season
• Challenged soils and water availability
• Prevailing and inaccurate myth that food cannot be 

grown in Albany County, WY

Note: The coloring of arrows is only 
for readability, there is no “meaning” 
to the color scheme.

Model from Netway on 8/30/2016

Activities
Short-Term 
Outcomes

Mid-Term 
Outcomes

Long-Term 
Outcomes

Legend

The work of Feeding Laramie Valley has been partially supported by 
the Food Dignity project (Agriculture and Food Research Initiative 
Competitive Grant no. 2011-68004-30074 from USDA National 
Institute of Food and Agriculture (www.fooddignity.org)). The Food 
Dignity project supported Collaborative Pathway Modeling by 
Monica Hargraves and Cecilia Denning with the community partner 
organizations as part of the action research. 
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